
Transition of Orienteering Australia to a company limited by guarantee

The Board is recommending that Orienteering Australia transition from being an incorporated
association to a company limited by guarantee. This recommendation was endorsed by the 2019
Annual Conference, with in-principle decisions on a number of key issues.

Further background on the reasons for, and implications of, this proposal are contained in previous
papers presented to the 2019 Conference (available through
https://orienteering.asn.au/index.php/hidden/annual-conference-2019/). A key reason for
proposing the change at this time is that Sport Australia have stated that being a company limited by
guarantee will be a condition for being a recognised National Sporting Organisation (NSO). Without
being a recognised NSO, Orienteering Australia will not be eligible for grants or other support from
Sport Australia, and there may also be implications for State Associations whose access to state-level
support is conditional on their being affiliated with a recognised NSO.

We are now ready to put a formal proposal for transition to the AGM. This is a Special Resolution
and will therefore require 75% of votes in favour to be successful. The motion to be put is:

"That for the purposes of the Associations Incorporation Act 1991 (ACT) (ACT Act), the Corporations
Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act) and for all other purposes:
(a) subject to approval of resolution (b), Orienteering Australia’s application for transfer of
registration as an incorporated association under the ACT Act to a company limited by guarantee
(Company) under the Corporations Act be authorised; and
(b) with effect from the date of registration as a company limited by guarantee under the
Corporations Act:
(i) the proposed name of the Federation as a Company be ‘Orienteering Australia Limited';

(ii) the existing Rules and Objects of the Federation be repealed; and
(iii) the new constitution (including the new Objects) be adopted as the constitution of the Company
in the form set out in Attachment 1."

The process and transition

In the event of the motion being carried by the AGM, the process would then be:

 OA would apply to the Registrar of Incorporated Associations in the ACT to de-register as an
incorporated association for the purposes of incorporating as a company.

 OA would then apply to ASIC to registration as a company limited by guarantee.

The motion would take effect at the point of OA being registered as a company by ASIC. This would
be expected to be some weeks following the AGM. As such, elections for Board and Standing
Committee chair positions will take place at the AGM under the existing Constitution. There will also
be a need for policies to be established to support the new Constitution (in most cases this will
simply involve the endorsement of existing Operational Manual material, although some detail in
the existing Constitution regarding disciplinary processes will need to be transferred to policy under
the new Constitution).

Under the proposed transitional arrangements in the Constitution, Board members elected at the
2020 AGM would remain in office until the 2021 AGM, while Standing Committees and their chairs
would remain in place until the Board determined otherwise.

Addressing the key issues discussed at the Conference

A number of key substantive issues were discussed at the Conference, with the decisions being:

https://orienteering.asn.au/index.php/hidden/annual-conference-2019/


 To define members of OA as being the State Associations (as opposed to individuals)
 The Board electing the Chair and other specific positions (e.g. portfolio directors) from

amongst its membership rather than those positions being directly elected by the AGM;
 All Committees to become the equivalent of Select Committees in the existing Constitution,

with terms of reference and membership structure determined by the Board. (This would
not preclude, for example, the Board determining that a committee should have a
representative from each State Association and the States determining who that
representative is).

 Adopting the Sport Australia recommendations on conflict of interest, which would preclude
someone who is a member of a State Board (or equivalent) or an employee of OA or a State
Association from being a member of the OA Board.

 Retaining a general wording on the means of collection of fees.

After some discussion, the wording adopted on the first point was to describe individuals as
“Registered persons” rather than members, with “Registered persons” defined as those registered
with a State Association or with OA (the latter provision at present would only cover accreditation of
coaches and controllers, but could in future cover individual registration were it to be decided that
this should be done at a national level). This is broadly equivalent to the terminology used by
Athletics Australia, whose model we are largely following, although they use “registered” in their by-
laws rather than in the main constitution. Clauses 7 and 21 provide for policies to be made with
respect to registered persons but they are otherwise not mentioned in the Constitution. The other
four matters are straightforward (from a wording perspective) and dealt with in the draft
Constitution.

Other matters arising since the Conference

Our existing voting structure gives two votes to each State Association, and one vote to athlete and
MTBO representatives. Following investigation, the working group has determined that it would be
(at best) legally difficult to maintain a vote for athlete and MTBO representatives in a structure
where organisations are the voting members, as neither are representatives of an incorporated
body. We instead propose that Athlete and MTBO Commissions be established, who have the right
to be represented and speak at General Meetings but do not have a vote. It is worth noting in this
context that the athlete and MTBO representation at Conference was established at a time when
attendance at Conference was closely linked to voting rights (with the Board and certain OA officials
having votes), which is no longer the case.

There was some discussion at the Conference of provisions in the Sport Australia template
constitution which would give OA the power to appoint an administrator to manage the affairs of a
State Association, or to take over the operations of a State Association if required. After some
consideration, the working group proposes to retain the latter provision but not the former (which
would have required constitutional change at state level). The purpose of such a provision is to allow
OA to act as the legal body responsible for orienteering in a state in the event that a State
Association became insolvent or otherwise ceased trading (obviously something we would hope
never happens, but it is prudent to have provisions in case it does).
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